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Friday, 7th july :995

GMENT
A . s::o: B(TON: This is an aplication fo: judicial

review a decision of the Criminal Injuries C:ocensation

Board the case of the applicant, Mr. Raund George

Hoprer. The decision complained of, is a deci::on by the

Full Bcard taken on 1st Noveer 1993, o :efuse the

acolicar: compensation for injuries sustair: on 20th

Sepcemb:: :991. The Board's decision was :ak:r by them

unner aracrapn 6(c) ot the current Crimrre Injur:es
Ccmaensa:ior Scheme which it is appropriate :ha: I should

read at :his point so that it is available for reference.

It read: as follows: "The Board may withhold or reduce

comnensa:ion if thcoisIde dfi the
conduct :f the applicant before durine or after :he events

civing rise to the claim or to his character a: shown by

his cririnal convictions or unlawful conduc:, it is
E

inaporoeriace that a full award or any award at all be

granted.'

I car set out the background facts most ccrveniently

F
from the affidavit sworn in support of the application by

- Mr. Arthur Michael Robinson, the solicitor recresenting Mr.

Hopper. Ihou1d note that because of the Board: decision

that this case fell under paragraph 6(c) of the ::heme, it

did not fo any view of the accuracy of the acc:unt given
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by the applicant of the injuries that he had sustained or

che circumstances in which he had sustained them. However,
A

:or :he purposes of this application, it is to be assumed

:ha: the account given by Mr. Robinson, which necessarily

comes from instructions given by the applicant, is, in

fec:, accurate. Mr. Robinson describes :he events

cbm:ained off as follows:

'On 20th September, 1991 the applicant, together with
some friends, was in a public house in Newcastle upon
Tyne. He was there gratuitously assaulted by a group
of other young men who squited the contents of a

c bottle containing ammonia into his face, and then hit
him about the head, both when he was standing u and
when he was on the ground. The effect of this attack
was to blind the applicant and he had difficulty in
breathing. He was eventually taken to hospital and
has continued to receive treatment for his eye
injuries which, although there is no medical evidence
conveniently to hand, appear to be of some
seriousness e_describedtheevents no ._apoliceofficer and later attended the local police station to
exoand upon the matter to the office: who had
inteniiewed him in hospital."

putting the matter very shortly, because it does not

F affe:: the application before me, there appears to have

been, to put it at its lowest, some confusion as to whether

nbc applicant had visited the police station, as he

allc:ed, and whether he had spoken to a police officer. He

F instructed solicitors to institute a claim with the

Criminal Injuries Compensation Board, which I will

hereafter refer to as "the Board". That claim was

initially rejected by the single member who ru.ed that on

G
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the info:ion before him the acplicant had not

A1
co-c ratei with the police in respect of this offence and

that there:re his case fell under paragraph 6(a) of the

Eoar s scisre.

The arcelan: appealed against that decision on the

B basis that the factual basis of it was incorrect. The

appeaL hèa::rp was held by two members of the Board on 1st

Noverer l3. Before that hearing the appellant, and his

advisers, teceived a document from the Board setting out

c the issues that the Board considered to arise at that

hear:cg.

There were :hree matters set out. First of all, that the

appellant had to satisfy the Board that he had co-operated

D with the -odlice. Secondly, it would be for the applicant

to satisfy :he Board as to the circumstances in which he

sustained his injuries. Thirdly, and this is the important

issue in tcis case, the cuestion was asked: Do the

Ej appl:cant's convictions merit a reduction or refusal of

awari? Reference was made to paragraph 6(c) of the Board's

schee, wh:ch I have already read.

As to r. Hopper's previous convictions, he had two

F conv:ctions for theft in 1987 when he had been placed on

probation. He was, five months after that, in breach of

that probation order by reason of further offences of theft

and also an offence of failing to surrender to custody; a
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numbs: o offences being taken into account on that

occasion. :e was then convicted of being drunk andA
disorderly in 198ft On 10th November 1989 he was convicted

of a frtfto offence of theft which entailed breaches of

the :equi:srents of the Community Seice Order that had

B been impoft nra him in respect of the offences in 1987, and

also breici of his original probation order which had been

continued. s a result of those offences, he was sentenced

to a tota of four months detention in a Young Offenders

Institution. There was also in 1992, that is to say after

the attack which he complained; an incident where he was

cautioned :n respect of another offence of theft. Those

are the ma::e:s therefore that gave rise to the Board's

concern about whether paragraph 6(c) should be invoked.

The hea:ira is described by Mr. Robinson as follows:

"The advocate acting on behalf of the Criminal
Injur:es Compensation Board questioned the applicant
about his criminal record and his cautions. The
appli:ant was able to clarify the nature of the

E cautions which referred to the theft by him of two
knives from a shop on the same occasion. I addressed
the Board members arid advised them that cautions were
not c:iminal corvictions and pointed out that they
refer:sd to minor matters. The hearing was adjourned
for several minutes. Then we were invited to return
before the Board members to be advised that because of
the a:Licant's character and criminal convictions itF was inaDpropriae that he should receive an cx gratia
payment from public funds. No further explanation as
to the reasons for refusal and award was given. No
reason was given as to why a reduction of award was
not atorcoriate. [Then Mr. Robinson saysj It is my
belief that a reduction in any award was not
consibered by the Board in their deliberation."

G
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Originally, when the Board was asked to give a written

exrlanation of i:s decision, the Board, by letter to the
A

applicant's solicitors, said that Mr. James Law QC, who had

presided at that hearinp, had said, ad I uote:

"Applicaritc character and way of life as evidenced by
the us: :f convic:ions and cautions makes it
inapproria:e chat he should receive an award of

B cornpensa:ic: from public funds."

The original complain: made in the judicial review

croceedings wric: were taco launched was based upon the

c belief eressed by Mr. Robinson in his affidavit that the

Board had no: c:ns:dered che possible alternative of a

reduction in the award as opposed to the making of no award

at all, a reduction in the award being an option that was

open paragrah 6(c) of the scheme.

Faced with those proceedings, the Board exhibited a

fur:her statemen: of the reasons of the Board members and

of the circums:ances of the hearing. That was in the form

E of a document headed "Wri:tEn Reasons for Judicial Review"

signed by Mr. Janes Law,, the chairman of the panel of the

Board that heard this matter; no: by way of ffidavit by

him bu exhibited to an affidavit sworn on 29th July 1994

F by a member of the Treasui Solicitors Department who are

acting for the Board in this matter. In that document Mr.

Law sets out the background in its first five pararaphs in

terms that I have already indicated, and then says this in

G
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paragrarns S and 7.

'The applicant gave evidence at the hearing and
A confirmed chat conv:ccjons contained in both lists

were his, that they were correct, and that there were
n ocher convictions or caccions not shown on the
lists. He also confirmed thaL he had no matters
ou:scandinr waicinc cc be dealt with. He gave
evidence to the Board to the effect that the charges
rea:ing to theft motor vehicles had been in
rcacion to stealin car radio cassettes, and inB reiccion to the thefts he had been caught stealing
cu:ery from a score. The Board then heard
submissions from Mr. Hocrer's solicitor, Mr. Robinson,
on the cuestion of Mr. Hoeper's convictions. The Board
advised Mr. Robinson chat they would consider this
element of the appli:a:ion before considering any of
the other merits of the application on the basis that
if rio award was payable to Mr. Hopper, due to his
convictions, then there would be no reason to go into
the other outstandino issues.

After hearing scbrc:ssions, the Board retired to
consider its decision. The Board in considering Mr.
Hopper's convictions took into account the fact that
his record showed the: he had been made the subject of
a community service order and a probation order, both
of--which he—had breached, --and-that--in --1989,—which is
after those breaches and further of fences, he had been
rec-uired to serve a custodial sentence. The Board
further considered :hac pursuant to his custodial
sen:ence he had been cautioned twice for offences of
theft. In respect of Mr. Hopper's cautions the Board
took into account the: the terms of paragraph 6(c) of
the scheme state that the Board are required to have

E regard to the applicant's character as shown by his
criminal convictions or unlawful conduct. The Board
then considered whe'cher in all the circumstances inthe exercise of their discretion it would be
appropriate to withhold compensation from Mr. Hopper
on account of his corr;iccions and unlawful conduct or
to reduce any award that might be payable to him on
this ground.F

- The Board took the view that Mr. Hopper's
convictions were sufficiently serious and persistent
to persuade them that discretion should not be
exercised in favour of the applicant and reduced award
would be inappropriate for these circumstances and
that no award should be made to Mr. Hopper."

G
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Before me today Mr. Lederman has made various

criticisms of what (although he did not characterise it inA
these terms) he criticises as the late emergence of this

more etended statement of the Boards reasoning and

aoprcach. But not merely has he criticised the timing, a

B matter to which i will return briefly, but he also invited

me, in ifect, to ignore what the chairman of the Board

says in this document. I understood his submission to be

that I should reject this statemen: as an accura:e

c statement of what was in the Boards mind, it being

suggested that it was an cx post facto reconstruction. I

cannot accept that submission, it is based Largely on the

fact that in its original statement, to which I have

D already referred, the Board made no reference to the

possibility of a reduction in an award.

In the circumstances of that hearing, and in the

circumstances of the Boards lack of duty to do more than

E indicate to the applicant what its decision is, and the

basis of it, which the Board did do, I cannot think that

omission of any extended discussion of other and

alternative courses that the Board has not adopted can in

F
any way indicate that the Board had not had those in mind.

Also, I am simply not prepared to accept that this document

would have been put before me quite consciously by the

Board and by its author if it was not substantially
o
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accurate. As I have said, there is nothing in the

surrounding circumstances to indicate that that is not so.A
: therefore do accept that the Board considered the

Possibility of a reduced award, and as the chairman, Mr.

Law, makes clear they took the view tha: the nature of this

B mans convictions and conduct precluded them, in their

discretion, from giving him any award at all.

The original ground of criticism, therefore, falls as

a matter of fact. I do not need to consider it further.

However, in his skeleton argument, and before me today, and

by way of amendment to the grounds, Mr. Lederman has opened

up a more extensive challenge which think I can fairly

summarise in this way. He accepts that the operation of

rhe scheme, nd the way in which this court has supeised
che operation of this scheme, places a good deal of
discretion in the hands of the members of the Board. But
he says that particular considerations apply in respect of

E paragraph 6 Cc), the paragraph under which the Board acted,

and that it is plain from the evidence that the Board has
filed, not least the statement of the Board's chairman that
I have just read, that it did not approach its task

F
properly and did not properly apply paragraph 6 Cc) . The

fault alleged is this: that the Board considered separately

and independently the issue arising under paragraph 6 Cc) of
the accused's character as shown by his criminal

G
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convicio an did not balance cut or assess the nature

and seriousnes of his convictions against theA

circTstances ci the Offence of which he complained, and,

also, Thhouqh tb:e was pressed less fi1y, did not balance

it acainst the handicap or detriment to him of not

B receivinc an award at all. For my part it is plain that

:ha: ± indeed 'what the Board did because they said in

ces at the hearing, and in Mr. Laws account of the

Board's rcascs "We will consider first, Putting it in

litigation tes a a preliminapoint the nature of Mr.

hoccer's character." Their account of what they thought

about Mr. hccpe:s character was focused solely on the

nature and seriousness of the convictions So there is, in

D my judoement, no doubt at all th the

way of which Mr. Lederman complains.
The question IS:

Were they wrong to law in SO doing?

Paragraph 6 (c on its face would appear to invite the

F Board to do exactly what they did, to look at the matter as

a issue separate from the nature of the offence and the

nature of the injuries that the man has suffered. Te it
is that there are cases referred to by the Board, and

F suggested to me by Mr. Lederman, in which the
Board might

decide that in the particular circumstances of the case,

even though the applicant was, by reason Of his

convictions, entirely or largely unmeritorious nonetheless
G
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the :ircurs:ances of the case enabled them to give him an

awarf. r example cited was of a person with a very

ser:ous c:linai record who had been injured in, for

ins:ance, savino a police officer from an attack or

rencvinc a :errcrist bomb from a dangerous position, where

B the meri:cr:ous nature of his conduct would outweiph the

decrmen: from his previous convictions. I have no doubt

a: all it is open to the Board so to act. It does not, of

course, follow from that that they are under an obliqation

to -eioh or the offence and the conduct in each case.

H0WE:ar, Mr. Lederman says, leaving that sort of example

aside yes they are, and there are two reasons for that.

Firs: of all, he draws attention to the latter words of

paragraph6(c).:

Havinc regard to the conduct of the applicant... [and
so on] - . . it is inappropriate that a full award, or
any award at all, be granted.'t

He says char he gets some help from that use in the Boards

E scheoe of the word 'inappropriate". I cannot agree with

tha:. I: seems to me that that word is doing no more than

saying char the question is whether the criminal

convlltions make it appropriate for a full award or any

F
-

award at all to be granted. There is nothing in the use of
that word in the scheme that directs the readers mind,

much less that compels the direction of the readerts mind,

towards the balancing activity that Mr. Lederman arques

G
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for.

However, Nb. Lederman further arcues, that thisA
question has been considered and resolved in his favour in

the juden: of b:. Justice Sedley in v Criminal Inluries
ComoensaticnEcar Ex parta Gambles, which is reported in

B the 1994 vbl'jme of the Personal Inju Quantum Reports at

pge 314. ?ut:inc the facts of that case briefly, the

applicant there had been iniured as a result of a fight in
which he had himself taken some tart. The Board had

c disallowed his application under paragraph 6(c) of the
scoeme, the raracrapn whico we are :oncerned witn, under
that lims C: the paragraph that refers to "the conduct of
the applcan: berore curing or after tne events giving rise

to theclaim_ hatis.a different case from that which we

are concerned with here because it was the conduct of the

applicant in connection with the incident that gave rise to

the claim, ra:her than his character, :hat the Board relied

E on in the Gambles case. It is important to note what the

nature was of the attack in that case on the Board's

conclusion. It is set out by the judre as follows:

"that the Board erroneously treated the finding that
the apdilcant was willing to engage in violence asF

- having the automatic conseence that no award (full
or reduced) should be made.
The basis of this allegation is the final sentence of
the Board's reasons:
"We considered the appropriatenes of a reduced award
but as we found that he had evinced a willingness to
engage in violence which culminated in the assault

G upon him, we disallowed his application completely
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under paragraph 6(c)

The complaint there was that the Board have treated theirA
finding that the apolicant had engaged in violence as

automatically bringinc him within paragraph 6(c). The

judge dealt with the ratter in this way, in a passage that

B Mr. Lederman relies on, at page 318. He sets out the facts

that the Board had found in respect of this incident in

which, as I have said, the applicant was engaged not merely

as a bystander, unlike our case, and then said this:

"All the possible levels of award lie within the range
of decision comoatible with the finding that the
apolicant was ready to fight in the material
circumstances. Acceoting as I do the submission that
it is more nearly a moral judgment than a causative
link that is postulated by paragraph 6, it is still
for the Board to establish a rational and
proportionate nexus between the conduct of the

applicanteforandduring.(afldnother cases after)
the events, and in other cases his character too,
before these can reduce or extinguish the award to
which he would otherwise be entitled. Common law
cases like Lane v. Hollo [1968] 1 Q.IB. 379 do, I
think, assist as illustrations, though no more, of
what common sense and equity may yield in this
context.

E The Board in such a case as this has therefore to
proceed in three stages:
A. Does the applicant's conduct make the full award
inappropriate?
B. If so, to what extent does the applicant's conduct
impact on the appropriateness of an award?
C. What award if any should the applicant
consequently receive?F I accept Mr. Drabble's submission that the Board's*

reasoning goes from A to C, omitting B entirely. In
this situation, and even though the reasons have been
volunteered at the Court's invitation rather than
having been required by law, it is not right for the
Court to supply the want by assuming the existence of
the very thing that reasons are there to demonstrate,

G namely that the conclusion has been reached by an
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appropriate process of reasoning from the facts."

A :n our creser: case Mr. Ledean says two points can be

drawn from che observations of Mr. Jus:ice Sedley in the

Gambles case. firs:, the: in cases ino1ving character; as

well as cases like that ci Gambles that involve conduct, it

B is necessary for the Board to demonstra:e a nexus between

he charac:er ci the apclicant that is complained of and

some:hinc else. I think ic is not unfair to Mr. Ledean's

araumen: to say :hat there was some difficulty in eliciting

C wha: the: some:hing else needed to be. In the case of

character it is difficult to see that it can be the events

the: constituted the infliction of the injury. I, for my

par:, cannot think of any case where it could be said that
D

there ws aThes betwecn

oorcsad to his conduct in connection with the events, and

the events that in fact occurred. The nexus Mr. Lederman

therefore says must be between the character of the
E

apelican: and the award, d lack of award, that the Board

is minded to make. Th: step has been omitted in this

Board's reasoninc because they have not set out step B that

F
is referred to by Mr. Justice Sedley, and demonstrated a

- nexus between the character and the award.

I have to say that that statement of the argument

demonstrates beyond a peradventure that it was not this

C. case that Mr. Justice Sedley had in mind or was intending
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to address in his observations in the Gambles case. I

quite agree thac the judge does sucest that character, as

well as conduc:, is covered by the analysis thdt he puts

forward, but as to that I would say :wo things. The first

is that that observation was necessarily obiter. The

B second is that if this matter has ieen argued before Mr.

uscice Sedley he would have been the first to acknowledge

that the particular analysis tha: he Puts forward in

Gambles cannot arply in a case where character, rather than

c conduct, is conolained of. In the case before him, where

there was a direc: involvement of the applicant in the

activities tha: caused his injury, it was understandable

that the judge should say that :here should be some

demonstration ofthat .involvemen:.and o flow theBoard

viewed it. The Board should not treat the engagement of

the applicant in the incidence as an automatic reason for

disqualifying him. But if one asks in a case of character,

E rather than conduct, how that nexus can be demonstrated I

am for my part baffled to understand how the Board can be

expected to say more than it said ic this case.

Mr. Justice Sedley acknowledced that the connection

F that he was considering is based on a moral and not a

causative judgement. If that is so in a character case

the connection, if any, between the two events is amply

demonstrated by the Board concencra:ing, as the Board in
G
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th:s case aid, upon the nature of the accused's character

cc erons::ated by his offences.
A

Theref:re, I have to say that on this Point Mr. Justice

not intending to go anything like as far as Mr.

Le:erran cigcests he should go. I do not find in his

B ju:rrent env authority for saying that there must be a

ds:cnsca::on in the Boards reasoning of some connection,

o:er than the occurrence of the accused's previous

c::;ic:ioc:, between those previous convictions and the

:cion :r orission of the award that is proposed. n my

as entirely sufficient under the terms of
ra:crraph i(c) for the Board to set out the tter as it

dii. There is nothing either in paragraph 6(c) or in what

wac said b: Mr. Justice Sedley to suggest that paragraph
6(: is anything other than a preliminary point, as the
Boac trea:ed it as being, to be considered within the
Bon:is dic:re:ion before they turn to the substance of the

E awac

Ic one point that is sought to be raised from the

Gancles case. The other argent that Mr. Lederman put

for-ard was that the Board should have engaged in a
F baaccing exercise between the seriousness of the offences

ani the seriousness of the injury. It will already be

apnarent that 1 see no justification for that in the terms

•of :aragrach 6(c). Indeed, its terms and nature seem to me
G
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deliberately to exclude such an operation; nor do I see

A anYthing at all in Mr. ustice Sedley's judgment in the

Gambles case that would support such an approach. He was

concerned with a cescico of conduct whereby, if I put it

in this way, the nat:ers complained of and the nature of

B the injury were ic that :ase intimately intertwined. In a

character case there is co connection between them at all

and there is nothing in r. Justice Sedey's judgment and

certainly nothin in the tes of the scheme, to support

t:e obligation that Mr. edean seeks to place upon, the

Scarf. therefore ccns:ier that the criticisms that have

heart advanced of the Boards reasonjnp in this case are

unfounded.

It will be apparent from what I have said, andstepping

now back from the particular criticisms and looking more

generally at the obligations of the Criminal Injuries

Compensation Board, that I am in agreement with the

F cbseations of Mr. Just:ce Popplewell in the case of Rv

Criminal Injuries Comoensation Board Ex carte Thomas

[:993], Personal Inu Quantum Reports at page 99. I

consider that that judge's general view of the Board and

F
its activities is accurately set out in the headnote which

reads as follows:

that the the plain reading of paragraph 6 (c) of
the Scheme made it dlear that an applicant's criminal
convictions did not have to be related to the

G particular injury in respect of which compensation was
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:air'.ed to be relevant to the Board's consideration.?

A
If I nay intercose to say, the more general points outside

t-e facts of that case that seem to me to be important are:

purpose behind the Scheme was that those involved
criminal activity should not receive money from the

curse for an injury which they had sustained.
The Board was entitled to have regard to an
aona:car:'s criminal convictions as at the date atB ich the award fell to be considered rather than the
:ccvictions entered at the time of receipt of the
rjury in respect of which the claim was made. The
Iran's decision that the applicant was not an
accrocria:e person to receive an award t public
e:coense 'gas a matter entirely within their discretion
and was rot Wednesbury unreasonable.

C Justice Pccclewell referred to the case in the Cout of
Anpeal, v Crrriinal Injuries Compensation B Ex prte
Thomosor, [19E4] 1 W.L.R. p.1234. I would refer, only to
one car: of the judgment of Lord Donalds, in which he

D
emphasised that under paragraph '6(c) "thee 'we're two
disjun:tive categories of case that which I have referred
to, as c:her judges have, as the conduct category and the
other category, the character category, that is before me

E
in th:s case. The judge said this at page 1239, paragraph

": each case although different categories of
circumstance can be taken into account the issue is
the same: Is the applicant an appropriate recipientF ci an cx gratia compensation panent made at the
cub:.ic exoense?"

I wouTh rescectfully adopt that, as did Mr. Justice

G Popp1ceTh, as a brief summary of the implications' of
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Daragraph 6(c) I say, as Sir John Donaldson said, that

A the estion is whether the applicant is an appropriate

recipient of an ex gratia payment judged in the light of

his prvious convictions? That foulatjon excludes, in my

view, any obligation on the part of the Board to engage in

B the balancing exercise for which Mr. Ledean contends. It

reinforces that the Board's approach in this case was

correct and was entirely in accordance with the duty placed

on them under paragraph 6(c) For those reasons this

c application is dismissed.

F

G
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